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Overview

• Prominence facilitates anaphor resolution [1, 6]
• Problem: Focus, as defined by syntactic clefts and

observed in human reading times of constructed stimuli,
is potentially confounded with frequency

• Observation: Results from naturally-occurring,
contextualized stimuli can complement results from
constructed stimuli [4]

• Question: Do focus effects on reading times observed
using constructed stimuli generalize to naturalistic
stimuli?

• Approach: Predict self-paced reading times using
coreference-based predictors designed to generalize
focus definition to naturalistic stimuli

Background

• Multiple syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and discourse
factors affect referent focus when modeling anaphor
resolution [10]

• Prior context can effectively model focus [14]
• Thematization [13] defined as count of referent

occurrences in a discourse, and used to focus a referent
prior to presentation of a target stimulus

Data

• Natural Stories Corpus [7] consists of 10
constructed-natural stories, with self-paced reading
(SPR) times for 181 subjects

• Stories augmented with more memory-taxing syntactic
constructions, rare lexical items, and idioms than in
naturally-occurring text

• Total items: 768,023 from 485 sentences
• Data partitioned into exploratory (1/3) and confirmatory

(2/3) subsets
• Coreference annotation largely follows OntoNotes

guidelines [16], but adds anaphoric determiners like its,
hers etc.

Methods

• Ablative likelihood ratio testing of linear mixed effects
models [2] using by-subject random slopes and
by-subject random intercepts for all predictors

• Filter RTs less than 100ms, exceeding 3000 ms, or
exceeding 2 standard deviations from mean

• All predictors z-transformed
• Box-Cox [3] power transform of reading times to match

LMER assumptions of normality

Coreference Annotation Example

The Lord saw the severity of the problem the people faced and suggested
a contest could solve the problem.

He said that whoever could kill the boar and bring as proof its head ...
would be rewarded with land and fame.

It was the people of Bradford ... who rejoiced at this proclamation but
one question remained: who would kill the boar?

Predictors

• Baseline
• Word Length - measured in characters
• Syntactic Surprisal - Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) surprisal estimate using an incremental parser [15] over Generalized Categorial

Grammar [12]
• N-gram Suprisal - 5-gram surprisal using KenLM [11] over GigaWord corpus [9]
• Story Position - percent completion of story, scaled to [0,1]

• Predictors of Interest
• Mention Count - running total count of mentions for the referent
• Antecedent Distance Word - distance to most recent mention measured in words [8]
• Antecedent Distance Referent - distance to most recent mention measured in referents, operationalized as nouns or verbs

• Spillover
• To account for delay in the time-course of processing, spill over position [5] was optimized for predictors using ordinary least squares on

exploratory data
• Mention Count and Syntactic Suprisal were stronger predictors in exploratory data when spilled over by one word position, and were selected for

confirmatory tests

Example Predictor Values

The Lordi saw the severity of the problem j the people faced and suggested a contest could solve the problem j.

MentionCount 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
WordDistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
ReferentDistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

Hei said that whoever could kill the boark and bring as proof itsk head would be rewarded with land and fame.

MentionCount 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WordDistance 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ReferentDistance 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Results

Effect Size (ms)

Effect Predictor units Z

Word Length 2.17 4.23

Syntactic Surprisal 0.36 1.65

5-gram Surprisal 2.34 3.57

Story Position -19.2 -6.62

MentionCount*** -0.14 -2.81
Table 1: Effect sizes for baseline and predictors of interest on confirmatory partition of data. Mention Count is highly significant (p = 7.05e − 5).
Negative effect direction indicates a speed-up in reading times. Effect estimates in milliseconds are backtransformed from Box-Cox estimates and only
valid at the backtransformed mean, holding all other effects at their means. Z shows β-effect in milliseconds per unit of standard deviation. Predictor
Units are the effect size in milliseconds, rescaled to the original predictors’ units. Model includes observations from spilled over anaphors (proforms and
fully referring expressions), totaling 59,632 observations. Word Length is measured in characters, Surprisal is measured in bits, and Story Position is the
proportion of sentences completed, scaled between 0 and 1. Note that Mention Count ranges from 1-90, so a word referring to an entity with 70 previous
mentions is predicted to be read approximately 10ms faster, relative to a singleton mention.

Conclusion

• Focus facilitation effect for broad-coverage stimuli
observed for coreference-based measure of discourse
prominence, Mention Count

• Antecedent distance-based predictors were not significant
on exploratory partition and not run on confirmatory

• Strong effect of Story Position evidence of importance of
controlling for order effects in SPR
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